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MNI POLITICAL RISK ANALYSIS – US Daily Brief 28-06-22  
By Adam Burrowes 

 

The White House 

04:00 ET 09:00 BST President Biden meets with Chancellor Olaf Scholz of Germany, President 

Emmanuel Macron of France, and Prime Minister Boris Johnson of the 

United Kingdom at the G7  

04:30 ET 09:30 BST The President attends and delivers remarks during the final session of the 

G7 Summit  

TBC Press Secretary Karine Jean-Pierre and National Security Advisor Jake 

Sullivan will gaggle aboard Air Force One 

09:30 ET 14:30 BST The President arrives in Madrid, Spain 

10:00 ET 15:00 BST The President meets President Pedro Sánchez of Spain 

11:30 ET 16:30 BST The President meets with King Felipe VI of Spain 

14:05 ET 19:05 BST The President and The First Lady attend a NATO summit dinner 

 

Elections Countdown:  

❖ Colorado, Illinois, New York, Oklahoma, Utah primaries: Today 

❖ 2022 Midterm Elections: 135 days.  

❖ 2024 Presidential Election: 864 days 

 

Midterms 

• The next tranche of midterm primaries take place in Colorado, Illinois, New York, 

Oklahoma, and Utah today. 

• A key theme of the day will be the role of the January 6 committee in shaping the 

future of the GOP. There will be five of the 35 House Republicans who voted for the 

establishment of the commission on the ballot. 

• Those reps are Blake D. Moore (R-UT), Stephanie Bice (OK), John Curtis (R-UT), 

Rodney Davis (R-IL), and Michael Guest (R-MI) who has a runoff with challenger 

Michael Cassidy. 

• Cassidy said in a campaign ad: “Tuesday’s Republican primary isn’t just a choice 

between Congressman Guest and myself, it’s your chance to say ‘no’ to the Jan. 6 

commission that Guest voted for.” 
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• So far, the implications for backing the January 6 Commission are hard to quantify. 

Of the 35, Two have lost primary challenges, nine retired or resigned, and 12 have 

won or advanced from their primaries. 

• Certainly, the January 6 Commission is featuring on the campaign trail and 

commission-supporting incumbents are facing gruelling re-election bids. 

 

• The Washington Post writes: "In Illinois, a Republican congresswoman says her 

GOP colleague and rival “stabbed President Trump in the back.” In Mississippi, an 

insurgent conservative suggested his House Republican opponent should apologize. 

And in Utah, a candidate running to the right of a Republican member says his 

adversary “caved to the radical left.” 

Supreme Court  

• Today’s primaries also provide the first chance to evaluate the role the Supreme 

Court ruling on Dobbs vs Jacksons Health will play in the midterm elections. 

• Yesterday, the first poll released based upon data collected after the ruling showed a 

dramatic swing to the Democrats on the generic ballot. The poll from 

NPR/PBS/Marist should be caveated by a warning that it could be an outlier or based 

on methodology which tends to skew the data towards reactive opinion. A poll from 

NPR/PBS/Marist immediately following the leaked ruling in May showed a similar 

swing to the Democrats which did not develop into a trend. 

     

• Politico’s Scott Bland writes: “I’m looking for the first concrete signs of how the 

decision might affect Democratic primaries and the party as a whole going forward 

this year.”  

 

• Shia Kapos, of Politico’s Illinois Playbook: “I’ll be watching women candidates in tight 

races in Illinois. Rep. Marie Newman is trailing Rep. Sean Casten, so if she crosses 

the finish line, it might indicate that abortion rights supporters gravitated to her…The 

same goes for races in IL-07, in which Justice Democrats-backed Kina Collins is 

trailing veteran Rep. Danny Davis, an abortion rights supporter who was just 

endorsed by President Joe Biden. A Collins victory would indicate that the Roe 

decision had an impact.”  

 

• Another metric to watch today is voter turnout. If we see a dramatic increase in 

turnout today it might be an early sign that Dobbs has precipitated a mobilisation of 

voters. 

 

• The Cook Political Report: “The president’s party often struggles in midterms, 

although extraordinary circumstances can save them from losses. The Supreme 

Court’s overturning of Roe vs. Wade could be 2022’s extraordinary circumstance.” 

 

• Cook Political Report identifies five midterm dynamics which may mitigate or 

exacerbate the Dobbs ruling. 

o “President Biden remains unpopular” – this is a significant historical factor in 

midterm results.   
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o “Top, non-abortion issues of 2022 favour Republicans” – the economy and 

inflation are squarely in the GOP election playbook.   

o “Republicans are on the wrong side of a change in the status quo” – a change 

in the status quo can have unpredictable reactionary effects. 

o “Public opinion on abortion is muddy” – A campaign will be difficult to devise, 

for both Republicans and Democrats, as voter opinions on abortion are 

nuanced.  

o “A Democratic version of the “Kavanaugh Effect” could take place” – many 

analysts believe the furore around Brett Kavanaugh’s Supreme Court 

nomination caused the mobilisation of Republican voters and mitigated former 

President Donald Trump’s midterm loses.  

NATO 

• US President Joe Biden and Turkish President Recep Erdogan held a call this 

morning ahead of the NATO summit, which kicks off this evening in Madrid, Spain. 

• The call is the latest in a charm offensive by NATO leaders to convince Erdogan to 

drop his blockade of the NATO membership bids of Sweden and Finland, before the 

key summit. 

 

• According to CNN's DJ Judd, Erdogan told reporters after the call: "He [Biden] asked 

to get together again tonight or tomorrow and we said ‘possible’." 

• The White House said of the call: "President Biden noted he looks forward to seeing 

President Erdogan at the NATO Summit in Madrid where leaders will discuss the 

consequences of Russia's invasion of Ukraine for Transatlantic security and other 

threats to the Alliance such as terrorism, as well as take historic decisions to 

strengthen the Alliance's collective defence and security." 

 

• Yesterday, NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg held a joint presser with 

Swedish Prime Minister Magdalena Andersson to announce broad measures to 

combat terrorism and address the "legitimate" security concerns of Turkey. 

• Jack Detsch of Foreign Policy writes: "Challenges surrounding their potential 

membership will likely come to a head in Madrid, with Erdogan expected to attempt 

to push through a number of his demands." 

• Detsch quotes a European official: "Turkey saw great leverage in the Finland and 

Sweden request. They are trying to maximize this in the way that they always do." 

Energy Security 

• US Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen has released a statement following the G7 

decision to consider a US-led price cap on Russia oil. 

• Yellen says: "G7 leaders’ pursuit of a limit on the price of Russian oil represents a 

significant step in advancing our twin goals of sharply reducing Russian revenue and 

stabilizing global energy prices."  

• Yellen says the price cap has two primary ambitions: "To strengthen the existing 

sanctions imposed by the G7," and to "make sure that Putin will not be able to profit 

from the higher global energy costs."   
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• The statement concludes by claiming that "it is the top economic priority of the Biden 

Administration to lower energy prices..." which are, according to Yellen, "a primary 

driver of today’s inflation."  

• Yellen says that "limiting the cost of Russian oil will put downward pressure on global 

energy prices in a way that dampens the impact of Putin’s war on the US economy." 

• Wires have already carried criticism of a lack of clarity in a potential agreement, but if 

the US treasury can push through a price cap it would represent a significant victory 

for the Biden administration. When Yellen proposed the price cap in a joint press 

conference with her Canadian counterpart Chrystia Freeland last week, it received a 

muted response from European allies.  

• Freeland said following that presser that Canada supported a price cap but said it 

would be a "more challenging situation for Europeans." 

 

Congressional Business 

The House has a committee work week 

The Senate is out until July 11 

Committee Schedule: - 

❖ 13:00 ET 18:00 BST: HOUSE Select Committee to Investigate the January 6 Attack 

on the US Capitol Hearing: On the January 6th Investigation 

January 6 Committee 

• The January 6 Committee will hold a hastily arranged 6th hearing today “to present 

recently obtained evidence and receive witness testimony.”  

• Aide to former White House Chief of Staff Mark Meadows, Cassidy Hutchinson will 

provide the testimony which precipitated today’s hearing.  

• Punchbowl News: “Having covered Meadows and the Trump White House, we can 

tell you that Hutchison was in the middle of almost everything that happened in the 

West Wing, so she’s a hugely important witness. Count on it.” 

Iran 

• Nuclear talks between Iran, China, Russia, the E3 (Germany, France, and UK), and, 

indirectly, the US will restart in Doha, Qatar today.  

• The talks are designed to facilitate an Iranian return to compliance with the 2015 

Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action accords. A deal which provided sanction relief to 

Iran in return for oversight and restrictions on Iran’s nuclear programme. The accords 

have been called a major accomplishment of the Obama administration.  

• Both Iran and the US claim that they have a deal ready to go and the other is making 

unreasonable requests. 

• The US State Department says Iran needs to decide to drop demands that are 

outside the scope of the original 2015 nuclear deal.  

• According to an official quoted in the Wall Street Journal, the US head negotiator 

Rob Malley has “very low expectations” for the Qatar talks. 

Poll of the Day 
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• Gallup has released its annual Global Emotions Report. Gallup says the world 

became a “slightly sadder, more worried, and more stressed-out place” in 2021. 

• The increase in negative experiences could lead to a heightened political risk 

environment.  

Chart 1: Negative Experience Index 2021  

 

 Source: Gallup 
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